A brief about the company
codemantra is a Technology Platform company that provides product and document life-cycle management
solutions. It was incorporated in the year 2002 as a subsidiary of codemantra LLC and Headquartered in Boston,
US.

In India we started up in the year 2009, Chennai. codemantra LLC is a technology driven solution and services
provider. We are currently located in India (Chennai), US, and UK.

We deal with some of the most complex content production challenges from the world's most demanding
customers. Through a combination of technology, automation and process engineering.

Role Description - Product
Associate Software Developer


Should possess strong coding knowledge in any of the coding platform in which live project should be
done either with the guidance of staff or in any organization during internship.



A solid foundation in computer science, with strong competencies in data structures, algorithms,

software design principles, design patterns, object-oriented programming (Java) and database
concepts.


Excellent problem solving, analytical, troubleshooting skills, the ability to learn quickly and wear
multiple hats.



Should have general knowledge in all steps, starting from conceptualization to driving the finished
product and a fictional figure with a virtually unattainable skill set.



Enthusiasm in implementing visual and interactive elements that users engage with through their web
browser when using a web application.



Eagerness to learn in all stages of software development and own the product development from
scratch.

Technologies you are going to work with,


Amazon Web Services – cloud computing, Server Less architectures, Microservice architectures, Auto
scaling, load balancing, Cloud Front and cross region file storage and file transfer technologies.



No SQL databases, graph databases, Spring boot, Node JS, Angular JS, Electron Apps, Restful API, HTML5,
Bootstrap, Semantic search, Artificial Intelligence and big data.

Role Description – Services
Process Associate



Should write a detailed description for the images.

This description will be read by the screen reader software when it comes to image so that the

disabled (blind) person who cannot see the images, can get the information about the image through
the description that the content writer writes.


They need to read the surrounding text and match the language and jargons used by the author.



The content needs to be written in good language and should not have any spell or grammar errors.



They should comprehend the complex images and write about them in a simple way for the disabled
person to understand by listening to the description




Must share required information on projects with all concerned teams in production.

Must have a proactive approach and cost-conscious. approach to processes involved and work on
continuous improvement.



Must maintain reports and documentation on various processes involved.

Desired Profile


Should be graduated in Engg. (CS/ IT/ ECE).



Must have good content writing skills.



Must be able to write about technical content and should have good comprehension skills.



Should be a candidate with good sense of English grammar.



Should be good in taking dependable decisions; must be able to research on any content and explain
the same.



Must be a good team player.



Flexible in shifts.



Should have the ability to meet routine production deadlines.




Must be willing to learn more and should be focused.

Should be able to handle conference calls with clients.

